
Messi & Paoloni Coax Supplier 
 

URL:  https://messi.it/en/home.htm 
 

For 77 years this company in Italy has produced some of the best coax and connectors 

in the world.  They are the choice for most major DX’peditions. 
 

The new M&P cables designed for the HAM RADIO world, BROAD-PRO, ULTRAFLEX, 

AIRBORNE, HYPERFLEX, are all made with a screening efficiency  >105 dB!    
LMR-600-UF is only >90 dB. 

 

This leads to an excellent immunity against electromagnetic interferences and low 

frequency impulsive noises, (responsible for the increasing of the background noise 

levels). Moreover, having very well screened cables, such as M&P cables, gives the 

Ham Radio world the chance to dramatically reduce the noise level emissions from the 

cable itself, minimizing troubles in urban areas. Cables such as RG 213/U or RG 8, 

have 55 dB of screening efficiency, RG 58 C/U has 50 dB of screening efficiency 

and the extra shielded RG 214 A/U despite its impressive dual screen, cannot show off 

more than 80 dB.  Compare that to the >105 dB of the M&P cables! 
 

M&P Cables can be purchased from GigaParts or BuyTwoWayRadios.com or direct 

from M&P in Italy.  When buying direct from Italy they offer FREE Shipping on 

orders more than €99 ($106.19) and delivery within 3-4 Working Days! 
 

My “custom” orders direct from Italy with SOLDERED N-connectors have all been 

DELIVERED in 6 total days or less! 
 

M&P connectors are as fabulous as their coax. They have produced a NEW PL-259 

connector (the UHF EVO) which is AWESOME!  Watch the PL-259 video below: 
 

There are a lot of videos for M&P cables and connectors available on YouTube. 

All their videos are here: https://www.youtube.com/@MessiPaoloniSRLAncona 

Installing THEIR PL-259: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35SWUllkVjw 

How they build cables: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_iV023hxWE 
 

For more details on my M&P purchases, look on my Blog and search for “Messi” in the 

box at the upper left of the page.  Right now there are 3 Posts on for this coax supplier. 
 

W8TN’s Blog:  https://w8tn.blogspot.com/ 
 

For decades I was the “Belden” guy but now I recommend ONLY the M&P line! 


